
GCE - UNIT 3 – THEATRE WORKSHOP – WJEC (ii)

TOP TIPS
Ensure that you complete parts 1 and 2 BEFORE the practical 
exam.

Ensure that you use the correct theatrical terminology.

Explain and analyse your decisions.

REFLECT AND EVALUATE 
After the performance, you will have a week to write a Process and Evaluation Report that will be sent to the examiner 
along with a digital copy of the practical work. 

The report consists of three parts. You are advised to complete parts 1 and 2 before the practical exam, so you will only 
have part 3 (evaluating the performance) left to complete.

PART 1: CONNECTIONS BETWEEN THEORY AND PRACTICE (research, text, and devising) [10 marks]
PART 2: ANALYSE AND EVALUATE THE PROCESS (text and devising) [10 marks] 
PART 3: ANALYSE AND EVALUATE THE FINAL PERFORMANCE (text and devising) [10 marks]

PART 2 – Analyse and evaluate the process
This part comprises of three key elements: 

• How were the dramatic conventions or techniques used to develop the 
piece?

• How was the piece adapted and refined for the performance? 

• How did live theatre influence your ideas regarding staging, characterisation, 
and etc?

Text

• How did you incorporate techniques / conventions into your work on the 
text?

• What problems did you have in staging the work and how did you solve 
them? The how and why are crucial.

• Discuss 3 key moments of the text in terms of characterisation, voice, 
movement and so on and explain how you developed these with the 
techniques in mind.

• Discuss the ways in which live theatre has influenced you in terms 
of performance skills. Try to discuss the influence of around two 
performances/actors.

Devising

• How did you incorporate the techniques / conventions into your devised 
work?

• What problems did you come across in staging the work, and how did you 
solve them? The how and why are crucial.

• Discuss 3 key moments of the devised work in terms of characterisation, 
voice, movement etc. and explain how you developed these with the 
techniques in mind.

• Discuss the ways in which live theatre has influenced you in terms 
of performance skills. Try to discuss the influence of around two 
performances/actors.

PART 3 – Analyse and evaluate the performance 
In this part you will have to analyse and evaluate the performance. 
This should be done after performing in front of the examiner.

Text

• Discuss 3 key moments of your performance that you believe 
were successful and explain why. Remember to discuss 
your acting skills in detail – characterisation, voice, physical, 
interraction, movement. Remember to quote from the source 
text throughout. 

• Discuss 3 key moments of your performance that were less 
successful and explain why. Remember to discuss your acting 
skills in detail. 

• Did the techniques/conventions work in the ways you had 
hoped? How and why?

• Did you succeed in communicating with the audience? What 
was their response? Did the style affect them in some way?

Devising

• Discuss 3 key moments of your performance that you believe 
were succesful and explain why. Remember to discuss your 
acting skills in detail – characterisation, voice, physical,         
co-operation, movement. Remember to quote from the 
devised text throughout. 

• Discuss 3 key moments of your performance that were less 
successful and explain why. Remember to discuss your acting 
skills in detail. 

• Did the techniques/conventions work in the ways you had 
hoped? How and why?

• Did you succeed in communicating with the audience? What 
was their response? Did the style effect them in some way?

• Did you succeed in conveying the stimulus to the audience? 

PART 1 – Connections 
between theory and practice 
Research 

• What was the stimulus? Provide 
a brief explanation of your initial 
ideas regarding the stimulus and 
what ideas drove your choice of 
(i) text and (ii) ideas regarding the 
devised work.

Text

• What style did you decide to 
use for the text? What were 
the elements / techniques 
of this style that caught your 
interest? Explain these elements 
and techniques in detail and 
ensure that those elements and 
techniques are clear and drive the 
work. Discuss which part of the 
text you will be using and why.

Devising

• Which practicioner/theatre 
company did you choose to draw 
on for the devised work? 

• Which elements / techniques 
of the practitioner / theatre 
company caught your interest? 
Explain these elements and 
techniques and ensure that these 
elements and techniques are 
clear and drive the work. 


